CALIFORNIA RELEASES THOUSANDS OF PEDOPHILES WITH LESS THAN A YEAR IN PRISON

In 2022, the California government released more than seven thousand child molesters with less than a year in jail.

The Daily Mail reports that “over 7000 sex offenders who have been convicted of lewd and lascivious acts against an under 14 year old,” 41,794 committed offenses. Despite the seriousness of this issue, the average years spent in jail for this crime only spans around two years and 10 months.

As of July 2019, there were 54,986 sex offenders listed on the Megan's Law website, which mandates that law enforcement make information on sex offenders available to the public. 76% of these offenders were involved in crimes against children. The information was gathered by contrasting the dates that were publicly disclosed for a pedophile's conviction with their date of release.
How did this all happen?

Some controversies stirred up in 2017 when the Elderly Parole SB445 was passed giving people 50 years or older who have served more than 20 years in prison a parole hearing. This allowed rapists, sex offenders and many others serial crime committers who surpassed their 50th birthday while in prison to use this loophole to their advantage and get early releases. But this was only a start. Some democratic politicians and lawmakers now continue to justify criminal reforms as they consider the system “racist”, passing many bills such as Proposition 47, Proposition 57 and Assembly Bill 109. These propositions and bills reduced prison sentences and is to blame for starting a series of early releases, putting the state’s youngest and most vulnerable in harm’s way. And perhaps, these are the reasons behind why soft-on-crime laws continue to spawn.

Examples of sex offenders who received leniency include Carlos Alexander Nahue, 48 year-old man who was found guilty in 2015 of "continuous sexual abuse of a child". He refused to admit his crimes to the offense, and was charged in October 2014, sentenced only to a short two days in jail and a five year probation. Additionally, according to the Daily Mail, he now lives one block from a daycare and three blocks from an Elementary School.
Additional comments given by Dordulan: "According to statistics, pedophiles do not undergo rehabilitation. They’re going to go and repeat their actions," said Dordulan. "By letting them go early, we are facilitating a lot more victimization. And that is dreadful."

Tod Spitzer, the district attorney, provided evidence to support this assertion when the office issued a community alert following the recent early release from county jails of seven high-risk sex offenders. These high-risk sexual offenders are the most dangerous and prone to commit crimes again. They are taking every precaution to evade the parole authorities tasked with keeping an eye on them so they can potentially commit further sex crimes. These are not the individuals who should be receiving a break.

Picture taken from: Megan’s Law website, showing a 10-mile radius from my home of registered sex-offenders.

From Megan’s Law, a 10-mile radius from home, every blue/red dot and gray number represents child molesters.
There are 52 registered sex offenders living in my own Irvine neighborhood, anyone can access this website and find out how many sex-offenders reside nearby. And anyone can discover the horrifying truth that an astonishing number of criminals live surprisingly nearby.
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